Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)

Role:

- Advisory body to SCC (=Standing Concertation Committee, for the formal relations between CERN Management and CERN Staff Association)

- Oversees all matters regarding to restaurants and cafeterias on CERN sites
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**Mandate:**
- To monitor compliance to the contracts (by both parties)
- To establish and maintain a check-list of responsibilities about the operation of restaurants
- To act as a channel to restaurant clients to give and receive information on the operation of restaurants
- To receive all comments concerning the restaurant services and ensure follow-up
- To examine regular reports, as appropriate, of the day-to-day running of the restaurants
- To examine regular reports of the health and safety issues concerning the restaurants
- To produce annual report to SCC on the functioning and state of the restaurants
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Composition:

- Four members nominated by CERN Management:
  - Chairperson: Alexander Kurz
  - Representative of TIS (Medical Service): Eric Reymond
  - Person responsible for technical issues: Mauro Nonis
  - Person responsible for commercial issues: Guy Edwards

- Four members nominated by CERN Staff Association:
  - Three representing Staff: Juan Díaz Montoya, Guy Fievez and Gerrit Jan Bossen
  - One representing Users: Celso Martínez Rivero nominated after consultation of the ACCU Chairman
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Activities this year:

- About six regular meetings per year.
- Last meeting yesterday:
  - 30 minutes long….
  - Discussion about the existence of a contract manager.
  - Review of 3 restaurants by a “dieticienne”:
    - 1. Novae. Everything goes fine except oldness of equipment.
    - 3. Prevessin: several things to do….
  - Cafeteria Building 13. Some periods remains closed without notice. Apparently lack of human resources from Novae. They promise to inform in advance of future incidences.